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This product covers the following: • 5 Sample Papers in each subject.2 solved & 3 SelfAssessment Papers with OMR Sheets • Multiple choice Questions with Explanations •
On-Tips Notes & Revision Notes for Quick Revision • Mind Maps & Mnemonics for
better learning
Biography of Zakir Husain, 1897-1969, president of India.
Looking for the career of your choice and don’t want to take the beaten path? Then
pick up this book and get ready for your dream career! The Ultimate Guide to 21st
Century Careers is designed to provide you with all the information you need about new
careers in a range of fields. Specially designed for the modern Indian student, it is the
first book in years to give detailed overviews of job profiles under each field it covers, as
well as offer a roadmap to students on how to get these jobs. In its pages you will find:
• Detailed information about the roles you can pursue in every field. • Exercises that
will help you assess your skill sets and interests, and correlate them to specific career
paths. • A comprehensive list of colleges, both in India and abroad, that offer courses in
each field. • Estimates of the salaries you could expect to earn in every profession and
role. • Testimonies from experts in different areas, providing a peek into their daily work
lives. Whether you are interested in problem-solving or ideating, creating something
new or working with people, this book is your one-stop compendium to finding your
niche and excelling in it.
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The Book, Comprising Two Volumes, Has Been Designed To Facilitate Both The
Students As Researchers At The University Level And Teachers As Practitioners At
The School Level. Educational Research As An Extensive Activity In The Institutes For
Higher Learning Generates Lot Of Enthusiasm Among Students And Researchers, But
Little Is Known About The Relevance And Applicability On The Area And Clientele On
Which Investigations Have Been Carried Out. An Attempt Has Been Made In The Book
To Document The Research Outputs On School Education And To Examine How
Could These Be Best Used As An Instrument For Improving School Education And Its
Functioning Thereof. The Study Further Documents And Reviews The Trend Of
Research Studies With A View To Examine Where We Stand Now, What Are The Gaps
And Weaknesses In The Researches And On What Areas Could These Be Best
Carried Out In Future. Recognizing The Need For Building Contextualized Research
Capacities To Investigate Local Specific Problems, The Book Introduces The Notion Of
Practitioner Research By Strengthening School-University Partnerships. This Move Is
Envisaged To Reinforce School Practitioners To Take Up Small But Meaningful
Researches On Their Day To Day Teaching And Learning Situations. It Is Felt That
Due To Lack Of Professional Guidance, The School Practitioners Fail To Carry Out A
Small Research Project. The Book, Therefore, Provides Guidelines And Directions To
School Practitioners On How To Move On A Practice-Based Research Plan. It Is
Expected That The Book Would Be Of Great Use To Students, Researchers,
Practitioners And Educational Managers, Right From School To University Stages Of
Education As Well As Professional And Vocational Education Training Institutes At
Least To Those Who Show Concern And Belong To The Entire Education System But
Are Committed To Initiate The Process By Making Strides Toward School Improvement
As A Preliminary Step.

Present book has been specially published for the aspirants of Entrance Exam
for admission to M.A. (English) course conducted by the Jamia Millia Islamia
University (JMI), Delhi. Salient Features of the Book: - The book comprises,
along with the Specialised Study Material, Solved Previous Years' Papers to
make you well-conversant with the exam pattern, the type of questions asked
and their appropriate answers for Better Understanding. - The book contains
specialised Study and Practice Material with numerous Objective & Subjective
Question-Answers on all relevant chapters & topics. - Both the Study and
Practice Material have been prepared by learned Subject-expert. The book will
serve both as Study Material and a True Test of your preparation for the exam. It is believed, the book will prove very useful for study, practice and during
precious moments before the exam for reference and revision. It is highly
recommended to Sharpen your Problem Solving Skills with thorough practice of
numerous questions provided in the book, and prepare yourself to face the exam
with Confidence, Successfully. While the specialised study and practice material
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of this book is aimed to professionally guide you for the exam, your own
intelligent study and practice in synergy with this will Ensure you a definite
Success in your endeavour and a seat in the Prestigious Course.
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the theory and praxis of Big
Data Analytics and how these are used to extract cognition-related information
from social media and literary texts. It presents analytics that transcends the
borders of discipline-specific academic research and focuses on knowledge
extraction, prediction, and decision-making in the context of individual, social,
and national development. The content is divided into three main sections: the
first of which discusses various approaches associated with Big Data Analytics,
while the second addresses the security and privacy of big data in social media,
and the last focuses on the literary text as the literary data in Big Data Analytics.
Sharing valuable insights into the etiology behind human cognition and its
reflection in social media and literary texts, the book benefits all those interested
in analytics that can be applied to literature, history, philosophy, linguistics,
literary theory, media & communication studies and computational/digital
humanities.
• Latest Board Examination Paper with Board Model Answer • Strictly as per the
latest syllabus, blueprint & design of the question paper. • Board-specified
typologies of questions for exam success • Perfect answers with Board Scheme
of Valuation • Hand written Toppers Answers for exam-oriented preparation •
NCERT Textbook Questions fully solved(Only For Science, Social and Maths) •
KTBS Textbook Questions fully solved
Attempts have been made in this study to present an over-all profile of the
Scheduled Castes from different dimensions i.e., facts, figures and their
interpretations, the policy of segregation of a sizable section of Indian population
on the basis of caste.
OSWAAL SSLC Question Bank is different and better in terms of High Quality
Questions along with Topper Answers which ensures success in examination.
The Question Bank is arranged 'Topic-Wise' where each topic from every chapter
is explained in detail. High quality figures and Flow Chart are given to improve
retention of concepts. The vision has been to combine creativity with strong
content to bring out books that add tremendous value to the readers Highlights of
the Book • Chapter wise/ Topic wise presentation for systematic and methodical
study • Topper’s Handwritten Answers • Previous Years’ Examination
Questions with Marking Scheme & Toppers’ Answers for exam-oriented study •
HOTs Questions • Quick revision: no textbooks would be required to revise
Chapter wise and Topic wise • Previous Year’s Solved Papers: help aspirants to
analyze and evaluate themselves before commencement of Exams. Alignment
with Respective Boards and their Curriculum Malcolm Forbes said “Education's
purpose is to replace an empty mind with an open one” and this is something
which is always followed by Government of Kerala, Department of Education,
whether through their education system framework or recent enhancement in
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their curriculum. The aim of their Curriculum is not just to let learners obtain basic
knowledge but to make them life-long learners. This book is strictly as per the
latest SCERT Kerala Textbook, introduced by SSLC Board in 2016. It follows the
latest syllabus prescribed by the board. It contains all types of questions like
Textbook Questions, VSA Questions (Very Short Answer), SA Questions (Short
Answer), MCQs (Multiple Choice Questions) and LA Questions (Long Answer). A
synopsis is given for every chapter which contains important points from that
chapter. Indian Education Board believes in Global Trends of Educational
Transformation and Continual Improvement Process which means that the Board
continually examines its processes and curriculum to evolve and find resonance
amongst the educational fraternity. In this context, our Panel of experts develop
latest edition of Oswaal Question Banks. We at Oswaal Books are always
proactive to follow the changes proposed by the Board and implement the same.
Oswaal Question Banks have been designed to assist students to prepare for
their periodic tests, internal assignments as well as the Board examinations with
equal ease. We take into account any changes in syllabus or layout and hence
are fully updated and aligned as per the latest specifications by the Board. All
chapters are arranged 'TOPICWISE' where each topic is explained in detail and
covers all typologies of Questions specified by Board. Answers from Educational
Board Marking scheme are highlighted in order to specify the correct method of
answering questions for attaining maximum marks Feedback: We would like to
request all our readers to send suggestions regularly which will help in
continuous improvement of this book and will make this book “One of the Best”.
Wish you all Happy Learning
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Conference
on Futuristic Trends in Network and Communication Technologies, FTNCT 2019, held
in Chandigarh, India, in November 2019. The 49 revised full papers and 6 short papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 226 submissions. The prime aim
of the conference is to invite researchers from different domains of network and
communication technologies to a single platform to showcase their research ideas. The
selected papers are organized in topical sections on network and computing
technologies; wireless networks and Internet of Things (IoT); futuristic computing
technologies; communication technologies, security and privacy.
India, in this chronology of events, stands for the country as it is today and as it was
before the Partition in 1947. This book takes off from 1424 BC, the year widely
accepted by historians as that of the Battle of Mahabharata. Until the end of the 17th
century, it mostly covers historical events with reference to matters concerning religion
as well as the lives of luminaries. From the 18th century onwards, the chronology
gradually embraces various aspects of the national panorama, including social reforms,
law, politics, literature, education, sports, science, discoveries, inventions, industry,
communications, cinema, etc., These are interspersed with anecdotes to make the
book more interesting. The present edition has been revised till July 2008. Divided into
four parts, the encyclopaedia contains: (A) a chronology of events, by year with crossreferences to other years; (B) arrangement of the events by calendar dates; (C) a list of
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important dynasties; and (D) a full index section, as well as an extra feature, 'First time
in India' Chr(45) General and Women.
Jamia Millia IslamiaMBA Entrance Exam GuideRamesh Publishing House
This volume assembles renowned scholars to address, for the first time, the
relationship between minorities and populism in South Asia and Europe from a critical
perspective. Despite the very different and to some extent opposite historical and
political trajectories, there is today a convergence on nationalist affirmation and on
majoritarian politics between South Asia and Europe. In India, the Hindu majority rebels
against wide-ranging minority rights anchored in the Constitution. In Europe, the
refugee crisis and Islamic radicalization bring to the forefront the postcolonial legacy.
Despite all rhetoric, there are obvious dangers of majoritarianism. Populist parties are
divisive, partisan, disregard minority rights, engage in lynching, social division,
stigmatization and exclusion, turning minorities into second-class citizens. There is a
profound structural connection between minorities and the current rise of populism in
India and Europe. But there remains a deep perplexity and also anxiety: Does the
presence of minorities necessarily have to trigger majoritarian policies? Are there no
solutions to this dilemma? Many observers considered multicultural policies and
affirmative action programs in India as a possible model for Europe to adopt in order to
achieve greater integration. But eventually they seem to have failed. Why so? Are
multiculturalism and the recognition of differences still options today? On the other
hand, most scholars in India typically reject the European model of liberal democracy
and secularism as impracticable in India and locate the reason for the current malaise
in the west. But is liberal democracy really so bad in dealing with pluralism? This
volume, collecting a selection of the Reset DOC Venice-Padua-Delhi dialogue series, is
going to answer two fundamental questions. First, what precisely is the nexus between
minorities and populism in South Asia and Europe? Starting from those case studies,
the authors will also draw some general theoretical inferences about the nature of
populism. Secondly, given the dangers of populism for minorities, the volume will look
for the most adequate and feasible solutions.
• Strictly as per the new Semester wise syllabus for Board Examinations to be held in
the academic session 2021-22 for class -10 • Largest pool of Topic wise MCQs based
on different typologies • Answer key with explanations • Revision Notes for in-depth
study • Mind Maps & Mnemonics for quick learning • Concept videos for blended
learning • Includes Topics found Difficult & Suggestions for students. • Dynamic QR
code to keep the students updated for 2021 Exam paper or any further CISCE
notifications/circulars

CISCE’s Modified Assessment Plan for Academic Year 2021-22. Reduced and
Bifurcated Syllabus for First Semester Examination. Chapterwise Important
Points. Chapter Wise Multiple Choice Questions. Specimen Question Paper
issued by the CISCE 5 Model Test Papers based on the latest specimen
question paper for First Semester Examination to be held in November 2021.
Goyal Brothers Prakashan
Madhya Pradesh Professional Examination Board (MPPEB) popularly known as
Vyapam is a professional examination board of Madhya Pradesh, India. MP TET
Varg-3 is a state level exam conducted by Madhya Pradesh Professional
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Examination Board MP Professional Examination will recruit eligible candidates
for the post of MP TET Varg-3 over many vacancies. MPTET 2021 Exam will be
conducted in two phases- paper I and paper II. Paper I is conducted for
candidates who want to become teachers for Class 1 to 5 and Paper II is
conducted for candidates who want to become teachers for Class 5 to 8 and both
papers will be conducted on the same day at different time slots. Teaching
profession is a highly respected profession, if you are seeking a good opportunity
to become a government teacher then grab this opportunity by cracking this
highly aspired examination.
Since its inception, Islam and its civilization have been in continuous
relationships with other religions, cultures, and civilizations, including not only
different forms of Christianity and Judaism inside and outside the Middle East,
Zoroastrianism and Manicheism, Hinduism and even Buddhism, but also tribal
religions in West and East Africa, in South Russia and in Central Asia, including
Tibet. The essays collected here examine the many texts that have come down
to us about these cultures and their religions, from Muslim theologians and
jurists, travelers and historians, and men of letters and of culture.
The present book is specially published for the aspirants of 'B.A. Honours
(English) programme organised by Eminent Universities (Jamia Millia Islamia and
Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University). Based on the current exam pattern,
the book comprises Specialized Study and Practice Material to make readers
familiar with the exam pattern and the type of questions asked. Detailed
Explanatory Answers have also been provided for Descriptive Questions for
Better Understanding of readers. The book contains ample amount of Study and
Practice Material comprising numerous solved Questions on the subject & topics
important from the point of view of the exam. All the Practice questions have
been solved by the subject-expert with due diligence. To an earnest reader the
book will definitely prove very useful for study, self-practice, and during the
precious moments before the exam for reference and revision. The book is highly
recommended for the aspirants to Sharpen their Problem Solving Skills with
intensive practice of actual exam-style questions and numerous practice
questions provided in the book, and prepare themselves to face the exam with
Confidence, Successfully. While the specialized study and practice material of
this book Paves the Way for your Success, your own intelligent study and
intensive practice with this will definitely ensure you a Well-deserved Entry into
the Prestigious Course leading you to a Successful Career.
With the steady growth of interest in the history of India under the British,
interpretations have emerged, and they may sharply alter much of our thinking
about Indian nationalism and British Imperialism. Some of these historical
revisions, and the conclusions which may flow from them, are illustrated by the
essays in this book. All of them grapple with questions of Indian political
organization in different parts of the British Raj. They enquire how these
organizations worked at different level; in the towns and in the countryside, in the
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provinces and in the subcontinent itself. They examine how these kinds of politics
came to be bonded together into what were called 'nationalist' movements. They
suggest that the interplay between these movements and British Imperialism was
very much more ambiguous than has been commonly supposed. All these
essays are preliminary announcements of findings which will later appear in
longer versions.
This book on Objective Chemistry is a complete offering for aspirants of medical college
entrance examinations. The book provides comprehensive study material based on
NCERT syllabi of classes XI and XII for aspirants.
For cracking any competitive exam one need to have clear guidance, right kind of study
material and thorough practice. When the preparation is done for the exams like JEE
Main and NEET one need to have clear concept about each and every topic and
understanding of the examination pattern are most important things which can be done
by using the good collection of Previous Years’ Solved Papers. Chapterwise Topicwise
Solved Papers PHYSICS for Engineering Entrances is a master collection of exams
questions to practice for JEE Main & Advanced 2020, which have been consciously
revised as per the latest pattern of exam. It carries 15 Years of Solved Papers
[2019-2005] in both Chapterwise and topicwise manner by giving the full coverage to
syllabus. This book is divided into parts based on Class XI and XII NCERT syllabus
covering each topic. This book gives the complete coverage of Questions asked in JEE
Main &Advanced, AIEEE, IIT JEE & BITSAT, UPSEE, MANIPAL, EAMCET, WB JEE,
etc., Thorough practice done from this book will the candidates to move a step towards
their success. TABLE OF CONTENT Part I Based on Class XI NCERT – Units and
Measurements, Motion in a Straight Line, Motion in a Plane I (Vectors), Motion in a
Plane (Two and Three Dimensions), Laws of Motion, Work, Energy and Power,
Systems of Particles and Rotational Motion, Gravitation, Mechanical Properties of
Solids, Mechanical Properties of Fluids, Thermal Properties of Matter,
Thermodynamics, Kinetic Theory of Gases, Oscillations, Waves, Part II Based on Class
XII NCERT – Electrostatics I, Electrostatics II (Capacitance), Current Electricity, Current
and Electricity II, Moving Charges and Magnetism, Magnetism and Matter,
Electromagnetic Induction, Alternating Current, Electromagnetic Waves, Ray Optics,
Wave Optics, Dual Nature of Radiation & Matter, Atoms and Nuclei, Semiconductor
Devices, Communication System, Questions Asked in JEE Main 2015, Solved Papers
2016 (JEE Main, BITSAT, AP EAMCET, TS EAMCET, GGSIPU), Solved Papers 2017
(JEE Main & Advanced, BITSAT, VIT & WBJEE), Solved Papers 2018 (JEE Main &
Advanced, BITSAT, WBJEE & KCET), Solved Papers 2019 (JEE Main & Advanced,
BITSAT & WBJEE).
This immensely dependable mentoring book is specially published for the aspirants of
'MBA Entrance Examination' organised by the Jamia Millia Islamia University (JMI).
Based on the Latest Pattern of the exam, the book also comprises a Solved Model
Paper for aspirants to make them familiar with the type of questions asked, and their
answers. The book is highly recommended for the aspirants to Sharpen their Problem
Solving Skills with intensive practice of numerous important questions provided in the
book, and prepare them to face the exam with Confidence, Successfully. The book
contains ample amount of Study and Practice Material comprising numerous Solved
MCQs on all the relevant Subjects & Topics. Most of the practice questions
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incorporated in the book have been modelled on questions of various previous exam
papers and solved by the respective subject-experts. Detailed explanatory answers
have also been provided for selected questions for Better Understanding of readers in a
Reader-friendly manner. In short, you can bank upon this book for study, practice and
during the precious moments before the exam. While the well-prepared study and
practice material of this book is designed for you to Master your Success, your own
intelligence and practice with this will definitely Ensure you Success in your Endeavour
and help secure a seat in the prestigious course paving the way for a Bright Career.
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